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Theory and Practice of  
Integral Sustainable Development 

PART 2 – VALUES, DEVELOPMENTAL LEVELS, AND NATURAL DESIGN 

Barrett C. Brown 

This is part one of a two-part paper that offers an overview of Integral Sustainable Development. 

The entire paper explains the rudiments of a practical framework that integrates the crowded 

conceptual and operational landscape of sustainable development and enables practitioners to 

1) identify the full-range of needs and capabilities of individuals and groups, and 2) tailor the 

specific developmental response that fits each unique situation. The fundamentals of this 

framework are four major perspectives (explained in part I) and three waves of natural evolution 

(part II). The framework maps out and integrates human consciousness and behavior, culture, 

systems, and the physical environment. Drawing upon cross-cultural and transdisciplinary 

studies, as well as data from field researchers, this framework is shown to be vital for a 

comprehensive and accurate approach to addressing our social, environmental, and economic 

challenges. Included are introductory analytical tools for practitioners (parts I and II), as well as 

synopses of current sustainable development initiatives—by organizations such as the UNDP 

HIV/AIDS Group, and UNICEF Oman—which use the Integral framework (Appendix). 

Values and Sustainable Development 

There is a prevalent belief that our social, environmental, and economic problems have arisen 

because of our current values. It has been said that we face a values crisis, that we need a 

mindset change, a shift in our beliefs, or that we have to evolve our social values. Hardin 

Tibbs, futurist and consultant strategist for sustainability, speaks on this issue:  

The same set of beliefs and attitudes which has given rise to the problem is also 

impeding corrective innovation and policy responses. To achieve sustainability 

it is essential that we begin not only to think in new ways, but to believe new 

things.1 
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Tibbs is accurate in saying that our fundamental beliefs form the very behaviors which 

threaten humanity’s future well-being, even survival. His challenge to think and believe 

differently is a powerful path to bringing about the long-term change elucidated by the grand 

vision of sustainability. All of the exterior things that sustainable development (SDv) calls 

for—opportunities, health, and education for all; clean air, water, land, and food; poverty 

alleviation; industries with zero harmful emissions; culturally and environmentally sensitive 

development; zero population growth, etc.—are made possible by interior human motivators 

that make us voluntarily want to bring about these changes. If these motivators are not 

geared toward sustainability, behavior will not be either. Unless these motivations are tapped, 

the exterior results we desire cannot come about with any degree of permanence.  

For individuals, there is no behavior without the interior motivation that drives it; for 

collectives, there is no system without the interior culture that supports it. Therefore, if 

individual behavior and society’s systems in the exterior world need to change for SDv to 

arise, the greatest leverage for changing these behaviors and systems may lie in the interior 

world—in motivations and cultures. The why resides in our interiors. Our depths, not our 

surfaces, offer the clearest insights into individuals’ and collectives’ true relationship with 

SDv. The purpose of this section is to look closer at these truths, to better understand our 

interiors, and see what they can teach us about manifesting this vision of sustainability. 

Long-term commitment toward sustainable development resides within an individual’s 

choice. Voluntary choice is grounded in a person’s deepest motivations, which are in turn 

rooted in his or her values. Values—and how we work with them—are therefore a vital 

determinant for whether sustainable development remains a dream or solidifies into 

reality. 

 

An individual will act in accordance with sustainability principles when he or she feels 

internally committed to doing so. Likewise, a community will be driven to create economic, 

political, educational, and social systems founded in SDv principles when enough individuals 
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in that community are internally driven to doing so. Lasting commitment cannot be achieved 

through external coercion or sophisticated sales presentations that fail to address people’s 

underlying motivations; at best, these bring about temporary obedience and buyer’s remorse. 

Sustainable commitment—which is what SDv requires—arises out of values. In the Integral 

framework, values stand in equal importance alongside all of the necessary exterior 

components for SDv (behavior, physical health, new technologies, eco-friendly taxes and 

governmental policies, natural resource management, etc.).2  

The Need for Values in a Sustainable Development Framework 

Despite the fundamental importance of values, most frameworks and approaches to SDv do 

not acknowledge their relevance, nor do they pay close attention to how values are created or 

how they change. Certainly many SDv frameworks and approaches include an educational 

component. On one level, this is an attempt to shift people’s values and is a vital aspect of any 

SDv program. Yet a deep understanding of the essential role and function of value systems 

and collective worldviews does not pervade the major SDv frameworks and approaches, since 

most of them predominantly focus on other important areas, notably the exteriors. They 

normally try to influence individual behavior (UR) and the development and implementation 

of economic, political, educational, and natural resource management systems (LR). They 

suggest institutional and industrial designs, organizational policies, tax structures, new 

technologies, educational curricula, business strategies, rules, regulations, steps, principles, 

and other practices to follow. These are all necessary for SDv. Yet despite the multitudes of 

intelligent and often powerful people dedicated to implementing these approaches, and 

notwithstanding the tremendous advances that have been made in the last few decades, we 

still find ourselves far from global sustainability. Why? Such a complex question has many 

elements to a complete answer. Yet one central factor may be that we have not fully included 

an understanding of our interiors, and values specifically, in the quest for SDv. 

Paul van Schaik, reflecting on his decades of fieldwork and consulting in international 

development, draws a similar conclusion. He states that development activities “have largely 
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operated in the upper and lower Right-Hand quadrants (objective and exterior)… and have to 

a large extent ignored the interior and cultural quadrants.”3 William F. Ryan, author for the 

International Development Research Centre (IDRC), also calls for a deeper engagement with 

interiors, including addressing values in development strategies: 

Security, sustainability, and stability often depend on a system of values that 

has taken centuries to develop within a specific society. Current development 

strategies, however, tend to ignore, often underestimate, and sometimes 

undermine cultural values or the cultural environment, which are essential to 

healthy human development. The question, then, becomes: How can human 

values and belief systems be properly integrated into the modern economic 

development paradigm?4 

Gail Hochachka has identified documented examples of SDv initiatives in which the interior 

has been taken into account that “have been effective in both qualitative and quantitative 

terms.... In all examples, emphasis is placed on individual and collective shifts in worldviews 

and value systems, which have profound impacts on how the community or society operates 

as a whole.”5 This supports her own findings: to pay attention to the interiors—while 

addressing the exteriors—improves the outcome of a SDv project. She concludes that 

“including ‘interiority’ in development is unique to conventional and alternative 

development practices, and analysis suggests it is necessary for sustainability.”6  

Additionally, other SDv practitioners have cited the importance of incorporating the 

interiors into their approaches, specifically by engaging different values effectively. These 

practitioners work in different areas of sustainable development: international development,7 

climate change policy,8 green building market transformation,9 corporate social 

responsibility,10 leadership for sustainability,11 sustainability assessment,12 sustainable 

consumption,13 eco-system management,14 water management,15 environmental activism,16 

urban development,17 and future studies.18 There is a synopsis of many of these practitioners’ 
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work in the appendix of this paper; interested parties may find the articles and books I’ve 

listed by these practitioners in the references to be quite useful.  

A documented understanding is emerging: excluding the interiors in any approach to 

sustainable development could be crippling at best, and potentially devastating. 

Comprehending and working with different types of values is one way to potentially 

avoid this pitfall. 

The Challenge of Working with Different Values 

It is not easy working with and integrating different values into SDv initiatives. Nitin Desai, 

UN Under-Secretary General for Economic and Social Affairs, and member of the 

Brundtland Commission, makes a key point: different values (which he calls “moral 

premises”) lead to different definitions of sustainable development:  

The value of any definition of development is simply the clue that it gives to 

the moral premises of the person who's giving the definition. So one person 

will describe development in terms of improving prospects for human beings, 

human resource development. Someone else will describe it in terms of 

growth…. Definitions are useful only for the clue that they give you for the 

premises on which somebody works. 19 

This is a core challenge to implementing SDv. If different values bring multiple definitions to 

the table, how does one integrate them? 

UN Humanitarian Coordinator Dr. Randolph Kent, in his review of the international 

development network, speaks directly to the problems caused by differences in individual 

values and institutional interests (a collective expression of values) in SDv work: 

Information and communications often depend upon the predispositions, 

schemas, and belief systems of those who receive information. What makes 
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information and communications believable will depend upon considerations 

that may have to do with the persuasiveness of the communicator, the 

attributions the recipient makes and the dissonance that discordant 

information creates for the recipient…one must be aware that grandiose 

schemes ultimately will be defined in terms of institutional interests.… 

Perceptual variables—in the absence of any objective assessment and 

monitoring mechanisms—will also tend to increase undesirable ‘noise’ in the 

process.... The solutions that might significantly improve the process appear to 

demand the kinds of moral commitment and institutional adjustment for 

which there appears to be little apparent enthusiasm. 

After noticing this need for “moral commitment,” he goes on to suggest that experts in SDv 

ought to have an understanding of the interior and exterior to be effective: 

Experts have to be communicators; they have to have an understanding of 

local conditions, of the psychological, political and sociological consequences 

of relief. It is no use having an expert who can drill for water if that expert at 

the same time has little sensitivity to the consequences of his or her activities 

upon the community at large. 20 

His comments raise the question: How can SDv practitioners more successfully work with 

the varying “predispositions, schemas, and belief systems,” thus reducing the “dissonance” 

and “noise” from “perceptual variables?” How does one authentically communicate to 

another in a way that dissolves the values barrier and nurtures mutual understanding? Is 

there a way that “institutional interests” and lack of “moral commitment” can actually help 

bring about SDv? Integral Theory suggests “yes.” The answers reside in the very same 

direction Dr. Kent points to regarding the development of experts: in addition to 

understanding development in the exterior world, one must also grasp the art and science of 

interior sustainable development. 
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Different Approaches to Working with Values 

A key premise of Integral Sustainable Development is the following:  

One reason it is so hard to execute the often brilliant ideas and novel systems that emerge 

from the sustainable development movement is because their design and implementation 

usually are not rooted in an understanding of—and tailored response to—vastly different 

stakeholder values. 

 

What does it mean to understand and tailor a response to differing values? The first step to 

exploring this inner territory is to find a good enough map. Understanding the “premises on 

which somebody works” to which Desai referred—the Whys which underlie different human 

behavior and systems—requires a decent map of the interiors of individuals and collectives. 

The Integral map is drawn from hundreds of different maps taken from around the world in 

premodern, modern, and postmodern times. All of these maps have been correlated into a 

master template, or generalized map, that we believe is the most accurate and complete to 

date. The Integral map unites maps of the human condition (Left-Hand quadrants: 

Consciousness and Culture) with maps of the environments in which life and human systems 

exist (Right-Hand quadrants: Behavior and Systems). This map, in turn, offers a more 

comprehensive and accurate representation of the reality concerning SDv. More effective 

maps will arise in the future, but for now, the Integral framework has incorporated the major 

truths which arose from humanity’s long history of mapping out Consciousness (UL), 

Behavior (UR), Culture (LL) and Systems (LR). A full explanation of this map is beyond the 

scope of this article, but several books elucidate it.21 The quadrants, as explained in part I of 

this paper, form the principal orienting directions of the Integral map. In the following 

sections, we will look at another major component of the Integral framework: developmental 

levels (also called developmental waves or stages). In many cases, knowledge of these levels 

enables us to far better connect and work with the different truths that arise from disparate 

values.  
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There are at least two major approaches to working with people’s values: transformation and 

translation. The first, transformation, encourages people to shift into new values that are more 

caring of others and the environment. The second, translation, works with people as they are, 

communicating in a way that resonates with the values that they already hold and not 

requiring or motivating them to change. The Integral approach acknowledges both of these 

initiatives as effective, when used at the appropriate time.  

The High Road: Transforming Values 

For some SDv practitioners, the idea of changing people’s values is extremely appealing. The 

vision of everyone suddenly caring so deeply for other people and the environment that we 

would collectively cure all our social and ecological ailments is a modern myth. It is true that 

if everyone’s values shifted to such a profound level of concern we would be able to address 

our problems far more easily. Sean Esbjörn-Hargens notes that “interior development (UL)… 

is the crucial ingredient in moving humankind toward different kinds of (and more eco-

friendly) attitudes, practices, beliefs, institutions, politics, and economics.”22 This dramatic 

shift in consciousness that many call for, if possible, would affect a quantum leap in our 

capacity to create a sustainable world. 

However, changing someone’s values—achieving this shift in consciousness—is normally very 

difficult. In In Over Our Heads, Harvard’s Robert Kegan notes that it takes about five years for 

an adult to shift to a completely new way of seeing the world, if a number of conditions are 

present.23 Those who closely study values and how they change report similar qualifications 

and challenges.24 In fact, many people become arrested in their development and continue 

seeing the world with the same core values for decades.25  

Sophisticated and compelling arguments abound for why we should take care of the 

environment and all of humanity, but many of them require that most people change their 

values—change how they actually are—in order to live by “sustainability principles.” As people 

do not change very easily (but may feel inspired to change), often these attempts, while in 
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good faith, are short-lived. Worse still, people then may feel guilty for not being able to live 

up to what they “know they should be doing.” 

As it turns out, information, evidence, facts, and arguments are not enough. As Esbjörn-

Hargens notes: 

The general public has been saturated with ecological information and yet they 

have not dramatically altered behaviors that generate serious eco-psycho-social 

problems. Additional information is not in and of itself enough. Changing 

social, economic, and ideological positions alone is not enough!26 

The full explanation of why someone’s subjective worldview normally weighs heavier than 

any objective evidence presented to them is beyond the scope of this article. Nevertheless, it is 

sufficient to say that because someone’s worldview represents how they see the world, and 

because worldviews develop in complexity over time, different people with different 

worldviews literally see different worlds. Thus, evidence that would appeal to one worldview 

often does not appeal to a different worldview. Wilber expounds: 

The structure of consciousness, to some extent, determines the form or the 

phenomena that consciousness sees. It’s not that there’s one world that we all 

interpret differently, [different levels] of consciousness actually bring forth 

different phenomena, [they] see a different world…. Evidence, facts and 

argument aren’t really how people largely make up their mind. It’s not just a 

matter of objective evidence; it’s a matter of the subjective stage of 

development. You have to take both of those into account. [People at different 

stages of development] see and accept different types of evidence.27 

Nonetheless, sometimes change does happen when the seeds of transformation are well 

cultivated. Educational approaches to shift values do work if the person is experiencing the 

right interior and exterior conditions, and this strategy is part of the Integral approach to 
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Sustainable Development (which embraces all approaches for the partial truth each offers in 

its appropriate context).  

The Low Road: Translating Values 

While transformation of values can occur under the proper conditions, and thus lead to 

different behavior, there is another approach that can be used effectively anytime. 

Communication that appeals directly to someone’s values—that resonates with who they see 

themselves to be—has proven to be far more effective in creating lasting changes in people’s 

behavior.28 What motivates a person with one set of values or worldview will not necessarily 

motivate a person with a different set of values or alternate worldview. Thus, the second 

approach to working with values is: strive to know and honor how people see the world and translate 

any important communications to fit their worldview. 

If our economic, environmental, and social challenges require values that will drive new 

behavior—values which are fundamentally different than most people have today—then we 

might not be successful in our efforts, as those values may not change fast enough on a large 

enough scale. Yet if we can learn to work with the values that people hold and translate what 

needs to be done so that it resonates with those core values, then we may go much further 

and faster toward sustainability. This is fundamentally a process of truly honoring people for 

who they are—not trying to force a change in values upon them—yet simultaneously 

explaining shared goals (like sustainable development) in ways that are meaningful to them. 

The Integral Sustainable Development practitioner therefore understands different types 

of values and tailors all aspects of a sustainable development project accordingly. 

Components of the assessment, design, implementation, evaluation, and all 

communications can be adjusted so that they “fit” the values of all stakeholders (even if 

multiple types of values are present). 
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This process is a translation of a message about SDv from the Why of one set of values to the 

Why of another. This is done, as Esbjörn-Hargens states, so that “the terms of one perspective 

can be assimilated into another perspective.”29 Hochachka complements Esbjörn-Hargens:  

To truly engage with inhabitants in community-directed work, the development practitioner 

must be able to ‘meet people where they are,’ both in terms of their value-systems and their 

ways of ‘making meaning,’ building a bridge between existing worldviews and the emerging 

one.30  

As Cowan states, “The question is not ‘how do you motivate people,’ but how do you relate 

what you are doing to their natural motivational flows?”31 Thus, if the Zen koan is, “What is 

the sound of a tree falling in the forest if no one is there to hear it?” we could say, “What is 

the impact of a brilliant sustainable development initiative if no one can ‘hear’ it?” Therefore, 

translating into the appropriate worldview, or set of values, makes a crucial difference in the 

ultimate effectiveness of any project. This means to take an issue, behavior, or system which 

is ego-dystonic—meaning that it does not fit with a person’s image of themselves—and 

making it ego-syntonic, so that it matches their fundamental way of viewing the world. In 

order to do this, one first needs more details about the territory—a clearer understanding of 

these different types of values. 

Values as an Example of Developmental Levels 

Extensive research in the field of developmental psychology points to at least three different 

subcultures within the general population.32 Each of these subcultures arises out of differing 

value systems, or worldviews—each subculture “sees” the world through a lens that prioritizes 

different values. Human motivations are born out of these core values: the type of “authority” 

figures people respond to and believe in, the basic theme of their life, the meaning of their 

world and the way they interact with their surroundings—all are dependent upon their 

specific value system. How people behave toward the environment and towards others—and 

the type of systems they collectively create with others holding a similar worldview—will 
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depend on which of these subcultures is dominant in their lives. Each worldview permeates 

everything a person experiences and thinks. They affect the way a person sees and 

understands economics, religion, the environment, other people, personal development, 

international development—everything. The common names for these three major 

worldviews are traditional, modern, and postmodern, and they accordingly reflect traditional 

values, modern values, and postmodern values.33  

Don Beck and Chris Cowan, following up on the work of Clare Graves, have done 

tremendous research around how values change and affect people’s lives. They have found: 

These Value Systems describe types in rather than types of people. From our 

research we recognize that whilst the Earth contains roughly 6 billion different 

types of people, we share only a few basic value systems. These are mixed in 

different proportions within each one of us.…. None of these worldviews is 

inherently better or worse than any other.… They differ in levels of complexity, 

capacity to deal with diverse situations, and degrees of personal commitment. 

They do not reflect intelligence or character, or temperament, as those 

dimensions run across world views. The Value Systems describe how a person 

thinks, not what is valued. People value different things because they think in 

different ways.… Everyone is motivated, but we are not motivated by the same 

things.… Each Value System has a particular set of driving forces that stimulate 

it to action.34 

Studies show that these value systems emerge in people at different stages in their lives.35 

Over time, and given the right conditions, the values “center of gravity” in people shifts from 

pre-traditional value systems (like egocentric), through traditional and modern, into a 

postmodern value system and beyond (i.e., into an integral values system, followed by the 

next, more complex value system).36 Likewise, collectives also progress through a roughly 

similar developmental pattern from traditional to modern to postmodern (see figure 2). As 

the capacity to communicate (mode of discourse) amongst individuals evolves, then the 
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Culture (LL) develops. With each subsequent stage of development of the interiors of 

collectives, or what we are calling Culture (LL), there is eventually a corresponding 

advancement in the expression of that collective (as shown in the LR). This can be seen, for 

example, in the progression of economic, educational, or political systems. The bottom line is 

that just as many aspects of Consciousness (UL) develop, many aspects of Behavior (UR), 

Culture (LL), and Systems (LR) develop as well. For simplicity’s sake in this paper, we are 

noting that those aspects of reality which do develop all pass through a traditional, modern, 

and postmodern stage of development, recognizing that there are stages of development 

which precede and which will emerge after these three general stages.  

These developmental levels are easy to see on the exterior. Consider an acorn (UR) that grows 

into a sapling and then an oak tree; or, in the LR, the development of our historical form of 

exchange from barter to commodity exchange to precious metals to bills, coins, and checks to 

digital assets.37 Each of these levels adds a degree of complexity in form and a capacity to 

handle more complex situations. The development of values in humans—from traditional to 

modern to postmodern—is an example of how this process of increasing complexity happens 

in individual interiors as well. Other examples would be the development of one’s aesthetics 

(UL) over time, or the development of communicative exchange (LR) from grunts and signs 

to prose and poetry. Developmental levels are therefore the second fundamental component 

of the Integral framework.38 
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Figure 2. Levels of Development through all Four Quadrants 

 
One effect of the increasing complexity of each subsequent value system is that every new 

level offers decreasing prejudice. When people inhabit value systems that are more complex, 

they are less prejudiced and express care, compassion, and a desire for justice for more of 

humanity than do people who occupy the less complex, earlier value systems. Because all 

cultures (LL) express themselves through society (LR), there are corresponding exterior 

systems (political, educational, social, economic, etc.) that emerge in parallel to the interior 

development (UL) of that culture’s individuals and the concurrent development of their 

discourse (LL). These exterior systems usually reflect the decreased prejudice and increased 

circles of care, compassion, and justice amongst the individuals in that culture that have the 
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power to create or change the systems. Slavery, for example, was outlawed within the span of 

about 100 years around the world as the populations in countries (and more specifically, 

their leaders who wielded power) began to express more modern worldviews. The rise of the 

environmental and humanitarian movements—the heart of the SDv movement—has largely 

come hand in hand with the propagation of postmodern values.  

As a large enough population eventually shifts into a postmodern value system (more 

thoroughly explained below), and demand corresponding changes from their leaders, then 

the social systems will adjust to reflect these new values. Yet as discussed above, there is a 

theoretically and practically demonstrated faster way to achieve this, without waiting the 

many years it will take for most of the population to develop a postmodern worldview. 

Current rough estimates suggest that 40% of the population in the more developed countries 

hold the traditional worldview, with 30% of the power; 30% hold a modern worldview with 

50% of the power; and 10% a postmodern worldview with 15% of the overall power.39 One key 

to shifting more power in favor of SDv is to translate to the earlier value systems. If 

postmodern goals like SDv can be effectively translated into traditional and modern values, 

then immediately a sufficient populace exists which can demand the institution of new social 

systems that support SDv. 

Progress in the exterior social system—such that sustainability is prioritized as a result of 

growth in the interiors of individuals and the collective—can be seen in the increasing 

complexity of global treaties and conventions concerning the environment. In 1940, the 

Convention for the Protection of Flora and Fauna was signed in Washington. This act led to 

the creation of national parks in the US, and stimulated the same in Europe. By 1992, a much 

more complex and far-reaching global compact was signed in Rio de Janeiro: The Convention 

on Biological Diversity. It requires each Contracting Party to:  

Introduce appropriate procedures requiring environmental impact assessment 

of its proposed projects that are likely to have significant adverse effects on 
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biodiversity with a view to avoid or minimize such effects, and, where they are 

appropriate, allow for public participation in such procedures.40 

Today, negotiators strive to develop treaties, conventions, and acts of all kinds (trade, 

international development, humanitarian relief, etc.) that have environmental issues 

embedded within them—mainstreamed—instead of treating these issues as separate entities. 

These attempts are the most complex they have ever been, as stakeholders work to allocate 

scarce natural resources, respond to social justice issues, encourage full stakeholder 

participation, preserve the environment, and ensure economic viability.41 In essence, these 

new political accords “care” for a wider segment of society—including the environment—than 

they ever have before. This is because they have arisen out of more complex value systems 

than those of the earlier accords. 

This progressive development of value systems is the principal reason why translation is so 

powerful, effective, and arguably necessary for SDv. Because worldviews completely dominate 

the way we see—filtering our entire reality—we cannot “see” the logic of worldviews that we 

have not passed through or do not yet hold. Additionally, if we have passed through a 

worldview, anything from that previous worldview often seems too simple, because our 

current worldview is geared for greater complexity. Thus, we can hear the words that are 

expressed in a different worldview, but the words literally will not resonate with us. The ideas 

will seem either too “far out” if coming from a worldview we have not entered yet, or passé and 

somehow insufficient if we have been through that worldview and moved on. In Wilber’s 

words, “A [person] responds, and can respond, only to those stimuli that fall within his or her 

worldview.… As a result, the [world] looks different at each of these stages because the world 

is different at each of these stages.”42 Dr. Silos has noted this interior construction amongst 

people living in the Caribbean, stating that “The Caribbean worldview consequently consists 

of multiple frames of reference, each with its particular cognitive style and construction of 

reality.”43 She subsequently argues that a comprehensive approach to SDv must take this into 

consideration. 
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An Integral Sustainable Development practitioner remains mindful of these different 

“worlds” arising for everyone—including oneself. He or she strives to first understand the 

worldview of another and then, a) tailor program design, implementation, and 

communications appropriately, or b) if confused and sensing a worldview beyond one’s 

own, asks to have communications appropriately translated. 

 

Let us look at some details of each of these value systems, including insights into how to 

appropriately translate to them. This will be followed by an explanation of “natural design.”  

The Traditional Value System and Sustainable Development 

Overview  
The traditional value system is characterized by words like conservative, purposeful, 

authoritarian, and absolutistic. For people predominantly holding this value structure, the 

world seems to be an ordered existence under control of an ultimate truth. For those with 

this core value, life has meaning, direction, and purpose with predetermined outcomes. They 

tend to be strongly conventional and conformist, fundamentalist, and obey the rule of Order. 

They believe that there is one right way and only one right way to think about everything, 

that everybody has their proper place, and that laws, regulations, and discipline build 

character and moral fiber. People with traditional value systems typically control impulsivity 

through guilt and find purpose in causes and dedication to crusades. Exteriorly, they 

construct rigid hierarchies for their organizations (as opposed to growth hierarchies), rigid 

law enforcement systems, and benevolent/charitable programs for the needy as part of 

forming a just society. 

Where Core Elements of this Value System can be Seen  

Puritan America, Confucian China, Dickensian England, Singapore discipline, Hassidic 

Judaism, totalitarianism, sectarianism, diplomacy, codes of chivalry and honor, charitable 

good deeds, the Salvation Army, religious fundamentalism (e.g., some groups within 
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Christianity, Islam, and Buddhism), Boy and Girl Scouts, environmental legislation and 

protection agencies, endangered species regulations, “moral majority,” patriotism.44 

Reasons why Someone with a Traditional Value System Might Choose Sustainability:45 46 

• Sustainability is a matter of prudence, of common sense; we should not 

destroy the basis of our existence. It’s the right thing to do. 

• Climate change and poverty have the potential to threaten our national 

security. We can protect our nation’s interests by working to prevent 

environmental decay. 

• By managing our resources intelligently now, we can reap their bounty 

in the future. We must be well prepared for the future. 

• Our over-consumption of natural resources today will affect the living 

standards of people we know and care about—our very own children 

and grandchildren. We have a deep responsibility to care for the world 

we will leave them. 

• Because a (political, religious, community, military, work) leader that 

we respect tells us that we have to. 

• Because that’s what the rules and regulations require.  

• Earth is our garden to steward; choosing sustainability is our moral and 

spiritual obligation.  

• Pollution is a sin against creation, a destruction of our rich biological 

heritage, a waste of our valuable natural resources, and an irresponsible 

legacy to leave to our children.  
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• We must battle against this evil that is attacking our sacred land, 

animals, and fellow humans. We must “re-create” the work of God that 

we have destroyed. 

Environmental Communications Potentially Resonant with the Traditional Value System47 48 

Political 

A safe, clean and sustainable global environment is in Australia’s national 

interest and Australia has a responsibility to future generations and the 

international community to repair, maintain and protect it. – Australian Labor 

Party National Platform and Constitution 2004 49 

Sustainability is the application of the golden rule, from generation to 

generation. – Sustainable Washington 50 

Judeo-Christian 

Our mistreatment of the natural world diminishes our own dignity and 

sacredness, not only because we are destroying resources that future 

generations of humans need, but because we are engaging in actions that 

contradict what it means to be human. Our tradition calls us to protect the life 

and dignity of the human person, and it is increasingly clear that this task 

cannot be separated from the care and defense of all of creation. – United States 

Bishops’ Statement 51 

At the beginning of history, man and woman sinned by disobeying God and 

rejecting His design for creation. Among the results of this first sin was the 

destruction of the original harmony of creation. If we examine carefully the 

social and environmental crisis which the world community is facing, we must 

conclude that we are still betraying the mandate God has given us: to be 

stewards called to collaborate with God in watching over creation in holiness 

and wisdom. – Pope John Paul II and Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew I 52 
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Islamic 

Created beings are the dependents of God, and the creature dearest unto God 

is he who does most good to God's dependents. – The Prophet Muhammad53 

Partake of it gladly, so long as you are a benefactor, not a despoiler; a 

cultivator, not a destroyer. – Ali ibn Abi-Talib, the fourth Caliph 54 

Political 

A safe, clean and sustainable global environment is in Australia’s national 

interest and Australia has a responsibility to future generations and the 

international community to repair, maintain and protect it. – Australian Labor 

Party National Platform 2004 

Sustainability is the application of the golden rule, from generation to 

generation. – Sustainable Washington 

 

Healthy Expressions of the Traditional Value System 

This heading does not refer to the overall psychological health of a person, but instead to 

how a value system is expressed in a specific instance. Development practitioners or 

community members with this value system, in its most healthy form, may:  

• push for a clearly defined structure  

• follow rules and directives 

• bring stability and order 

• dutifully follow tasks to completion 

• honor truth and justice 

• have a strong work ethic 

• strive for perfection 

• be charitable with their resources 

• identify with their country 

uphold family values • 
• give deeply for a cause 
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• sacrifice for long-term goals and the greater good 

 

ompliant. 

An Integral development practitioner will honor those who hold the traditional value system, 

Unhealthy Expressions of the Traditional Value System 

, but a specific expression of a value 

• rigid ideology 

 mentality or absolutism 

ism  

e hierarchy  

ism  

• have a strong sense of belonging 

• be responsible and well-organized

• help keep organizations legal and c

 

recognizing that there are certain tasks, assignments, roles, and leadership positions which 

are appropriate for the hierarchical and protocol-based thinking that is characteristic of this 

worldview. 

Again, this heading does not refer to unhealthy people

system. Likely everyone expresses healthy and unhealthy aspects of their core value system at 

different times. This list reflects some of the challenges to SDv implementation that can arise 

out of the traditional value system. UN Humanitarian Coordinator, Dr. Randolph Kent, gives 

an example: “The propensity to impose solutions, ‘to know what’s best’ for seemingly hapless 

communities, only too often undermines the confidence and destroys the initiative of those 

very people whom the relief network seeks to assist.”55 Other loosely classified examples 

include: 

• “one right way”

• totalitarianism  

• eco-fascism  

violent religious fundamentalism  • 
zealotry  • 

• aggressive patriotism or ethnocentr

• oppressiv

• elitism  

• authoritarianism  

• paternal

• righteousness  
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• over-reliance upon chain-of-command  

l, regulation  

 bureaucracy  

  

The Mod n stem and Sustainable Development 

Overview  

, high-rationality, and 

or those with this as their predominant value system, the world seems to be a 

• excessive contro

• intolerance  

• dehumanization of ‘enemies’  

• heavy-handed

• fanaticism  

• inflexible policies  

• over-centralized control

• misogyny  

monopoly of moral virtue. • 

er  Value Sy

This value system is characterized by words like materialist, achievist

strategic. F

marketplace full of possibilities and opportunities; or a rational and well-oiled machine with 

natural laws that can be learned, mastered, and applied for one’s own purposes; or a 

chessboard on which games are played as winners gain preeminence and perks over losers. Yet 

this value system is also the first that is concerned with equal opportunity, fairness, justice, 

and universal care; it is the first truly worldcentric worldview (as opposed to the ethno- or 

socio-centric traditional worldview), one which understands granting equal rights and 

opportunity to all as the only logical and honorable answer to inequality. The US 

Constitution, for example, arose out of this worldview. People who are centered in a modern 

value system tend to seek truth and meaning in individualistic terms and are “scientifically 

oriented” in the typical sense (hypothetico-deductive, experimental, objective, mechanistic, 

operational). They are often highly achievement and improvement oriented, especially toward 

materialistic gains. They believe in utilizing the earth’s resources to gain strategic advantage 

and to create and spread the abundant good life. People with modern values develop the 

scientific processes that set, test, and constantly strive to enhance objectives in an attempt to 

reveal the mysteries of the universe, control nature, and shape the future. They rely on 
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technology to pragmatically solve problems; they leverage their influence and trust the free 

marketplace to spread “improvements.” Within the modern worldview, the laws of science 

guide politics, the economy (invisible hand), and human events. Those possessing this value 

system tend to embrace lifestyles that are high-tech, energy-dependent, status-conscious, 

upwardly mobile, and progress-oriented. 

Where Core Elements of this Value System can be Seen  

The Enlightenment, Ayn Rand’s Atlas Shrugged, Wall Street, Natural Capitalism, 

nvironmental psychology, industrial 

tainability 

that will disappear if we ignore them. Economic analysis shows that it 

• The vast majority of scientific evidence claims that our course is 

unsustainable and that we need to take action now to ensure a 

• Universal human rights and caring for the environment is completely 

rational; we should treat others equally, care for others, protect nature 

and create laws that enforce this. This is a sign of modern culture. 

Conservationism, science of ecology, urban planning, E

agriculture, “success” ministries, emerging middle classes around the world, secular 

humanism, cosmetics and fashion industries, trophy hunting, sales and marketing fields, 

political gamesmanship, colonialism, the Cold War, materialism, Rodeo Drive, The Riviera, 

Chambers of Commerce, TV infomercials, DeBeers diamond cartel, liberal self-interest, 

atomism, mechanism, universalism, objectivism and monism.  

Reasons why Someone with a Modern Value System Might Choose Sus

• Climate change, overpopulation, and resource scarcity are not issues 

will be far less expensive to invest in preventing damage now than to 

pay to clean up after these issues have wreaked havoc on the global 

economy. 

prosperous future. 
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• Choosing sustainability is our ultimate technical and social challenge, 

replete with both profit and opportunity. It almost doesn’t matter 

whether I believe in climate change; there is money to be made by 

developing and distributing more energy and resource efficient 

• e, 

nstrate 

ironment. 

efficiency in our production process, thus it’s 

an opportunity to earn additional net profit. By recycling byproducts of 

• 

ver, Sanyo, Canon, Toyota, Alcoa, BP, Dow 

Chemical, DuPont, IBM, Intel, Interface, Johnson & Johnson, Nike, 

•  

 invest 

ose 

ent on our own, government will step in 

and establish regulations forcing us to take care of the environment. 

technologies.  

It’s hip, cool, and better for my status if I am environmentally awar

savvy about environmental issues, and behave in ways that demo

care for the env

• We can gain competitive advantage through energy-saving and cost-

saving opportunities within our business’ walls. Waste within an 

organization is proof of in

production, and being energy efficient, we can often generate new 

streams of revenue. 

We can enhance credibility and policy influence by demonstrating 

environmental leadership. The biggest companies are choosing 

sustainability: Unile

Shell, United Technologies. 

As we get wealthier, we deserve a cleaner environment. Aren’t we

working so hard ultimately so that our families can be healthy and 

enjoy the world around us? 

• Increasing uncertainty lies ahead with the economy. It is wisest to

now in the things that will minimize our future risk. If we don’t cho

to take care of the environm
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Environme a

Scientific 

Furthe nd 

environ at 

.  

– Paul E. Gray, President of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology  

Corporate 

The chief executive officers of Global Fortune 500 companies polled by a 

re reputation and 

value of multinational corporations. – Environmental News Service 58 

Political 

International economic security is inconceivable unless related not only to 

 current trends of natural disasters continue, total insured economic 

. In considering the costs of slowing down 

climate change, we should always keep in mind the costs if we do not take 

nt l Communications Potentially Resonant with the Modern Value System 

ring technological and economic development in a socially a

mentally responsible manner is not only feasible, it is the gre

challenge we face as engineers, as engineering institutions, and as a society
56

The human race is challenged more than ever before to demonstrate our 

mastery – not over nature but of ourselves. – Rachel Carson 57 

doctoral candidate at Cambridge University predict that environmental and 

social credibility will have a significant impact on the futu

Concern for the ecology, the endangered habitat of the human race, will 

increasingly have to be built into economic policy. – Peter F. Drucker 59 

disarmament but also to the elimination of the threat to the world’s 

environment. – Mikhail Gorbachev 60 

If the

losses are estimated to be in the range of US$30 to 40 billion in only 10 years 

time. This reminds us that climate change is far more than an environmental 

issue—it is a threat to the economy

action. – Margot Wallstrom, EU Commissioner on the Environment 61 
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Many present efforts to guard and maintain progress, to meet human needs, 

and to realize human ambitions are simply unsustainable—in both the rich 

and poor nations. They draw too heavily, too quickly, on already overdrawn 

environmental resource accounts to be affordable far into the future without 

bankrupting those accounts. They may show profits on the balance sheets of 

Health

In its h

 of success and searching out best 
solutions  

• think logically  

not religion  

 

• mpetition for better results through innovation  

 good science  

s and models  

e living for many through science and technology  

An Integra e dern value system. 

He or she will recognize that there are certain roles, and leadership 

our generation, but our children will inherit the losses. We borrow 

environmental capital from future generations with no intention or prospect 

of repaying. They may damn us for our debt to them. We act as we do because 

we can get away with it: future generations do not vote; they have no political 

or financial power; they cannot challenge our decisions. But the results of the 

present profligacy are rapidly closing the options for future generations. 

— Stephen H. Schneider 62 

y Expressions of the Modern Value System 

ealthiest form, those anchored in this perspective may:  

• value the system in which they work  

• be dedicated to learning the “secrets”

• strive to be open to change  

• be entrepreneurial and ambitious  

• live a morality based upon principles, 

• look for ways to constantly improve productivity; be extremely efficient 

leverage co

• take calculated risks and use

• gravitate toward successful mentor

• strive to enhanc

• leverage their political influence when possible. 

 

l d velopment practitioner will honor those who hold the mo

 tasks, assignments, 
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positions ental, highly rational, and 

achieveme o

Unhealthy Expressions of the Modern Value System 

nal interests.”63 Some 

examples of unhealthy expressions of the modern value system which threaten SDv initiatives 

• excessive self-interest/preservation  

• over-concern for public image  

• aggressive competition for limited resources  

cess, producing results, raising productivity  

rialism and loss of the sacred  

pon “authorities”  

which are best suited for the proactive, experim

nt- riented thinking that is characteristic of this worldview. 

Dr. Kent provides an example of the unhealthy aspects of this value system: “Certainly one 

must chide and push those intergovernmental organizations with relief responsibilities 

towards greater cooperation and coordination, but in so doing, one must be aware that 

grandiose schemes ultimately will be defined in terms of institutio

include: 

• self-serving politics  

• profiteering  

• excessive institutional interest/preservation  

• obsessive focus on efficiency  

• singular focus on suc

• extreme mate

• super-individualism  

• excessive mechanism  

• pure objectivism  

• cold rationalism  

• over-reliance upon technology  

• blind trust of free market  

• status obsession  

• extreme political gamesmanship  

• exploitative colonialism  

• addiction to winning   
• goal fixation  

• over-dependence u

• over-reliance on synthetics  
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• cut-throat tactics  

• shady dealing  

• workaholism  

• ignoring of feelings  

• contamination of the environment for profit. 

The Postmodern Value System le Development 

Overview  

This value system is characterized by words like relativistic, communitarian, and egalitarian. 

For those w o are centered here, the world seems to be a human habitat in which we share 

life’s experiences. Their basic perspective on life is to seek peace within the inner self and 

explore wi o hey tend to be communitarian, 

humanitarian, and ecologically sensitive, showing a greater degree of affective warmth, 

in diversity and 

ralism and that the human spirit must be freed from greed, dogma, and 

, human rights issues, Doctor’s Without Borders, Green 

and Sustainab

h

th thers the caring dimensions of community. T

sensitivity, and caring for earth and all its inhabitants. They believe 

multicultu

divisiveness; they hold that feeling, sensitivity, and caring supersede cold rationality. People 

with postmodern values cherish the earth, Gaia, and life, and emphasize dialogue, 

relationships, peacekeeping, prioritizing the well-being of people, and group effort for its 

own good. They reach decisions through reconciliation and consensus. They want to know 

their own inner selves, be sensitive to the feelings of others, and tend toward emotional and 

spiritual issues. As their focus shifts outward, they work to spread the Earth’s resources and 

opportunities equally among all. 

Where Core Elements of this Value System can be Seen 

The helping professions such as health care, education, and feelings-oriented business 

activities; also in the “counter-culture” of the late 60s and early 70s. John Lennon’s music, 

Deep ecology, Ecofeminism, environmental justice, collectivism, Netherlands idealism, 

Rogerian counseling, Canadian health care, humanistic psychology, liberation theology, 

World Council of Churches, many other eco-social non-profits, animal rights, political-

correctness, diversity movements
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politics, social construction of nature, sensitivity training, Jimmy Carter, Dustin Hoffman in 

• We must avoid the tragedy of the commons.  

• Let us strive for intergenerational equity. What do we owe the future? 

•  

• ce of the community of life and the well-being of humanity 

ith all its ecological 

systems, a rich variety of plants and animals, fertile soils, pure waters, 

common concern of all peoples. The protection of Earth's vitality, 

• The choice is ours: form a global partnership to care for Earth and one 

• s 

The Graduate, Ben & Jerry’s ice cream company, the fascination with encounter and “touchy-

feely” experiences, and the general human potential movement. 

Reasons why People with the Postmodern Value System Might Choose Sustainability 

• How many planets do we need? We only have one planet, now and in 

the future. We need to think harder about how to use it wisely. We 

must consider how our actions will affect those seven generations from 

now. 

We are all one human family with a common destiny in spite of our

social, cultural, and biological diversity. 

The resilien

depend upon preserving a healthy biosphere w

and clean air. The global environment with its finite resources is a 

diversity, and beauty is a sacred trust.  

another or risk the destruction of ourselves and the diversity of life. 

Our environmental, economic, political, social, and spiritual challenge

are interconnected, and together we can forge inclusive solutions.  
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• To realize these aspirations, we must decide to live with a sense of 

universal responsibility, identifying ourselves with the whole Earth 

community as well as our local communities. We are at once citizens of 

ll-

 

e 

Environmenta stem 

Environmental Activism 

Inspired by nature, we work together to protect our communities and the 

planet. – Sierra Club   

The practice of clear cutting is an ecologically illiterate exercise in economic 

opportunism, a form of slow-motion terrorism committed against those who 

w and forest products in the future. – David R. Brower 65  

oment in Earth's history, a time when humanity must 

choose its future. As the world becomes increasingly interdependent and 

n 

66

different nations and of one world in which the local and global are 

linked. Everyone shares responsibility for the present and future we

being of the human family and the larger living world. The spirit of

human solidarity and kinship with all life is strengthened when we liv

with reverence for the mystery of being, gratitude for the gift of life, and 

humility regarding the human place in nature. 

l Communications Potentially Resonant with the Postmodern Value Sy

64

need forest beauty no

We stand at a critical m

fragile, the future at once holds great peril and great promise. To move forward 

we must recognize that in the midst of a magnificent diversity of cultures and 

life forms we are one human family and one Earth community with a commo

destiny. We must join together to bring forth a sustainable global society 

founded on respect for nature, universal human rights, economic justice, and a 

culture of peace. Towards this end, it is imperative that we, the peoples of 

Earth, declare our responsibility to one another, to the greater community of 

life, and to future generations. – Preamble to the Earth Charter  
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Go

 

will change for the better in the sphere of our being as humans, and the 

e toward which this world is headed—be it ecological, social, 

ress to joint session of U.S. Congress, 21 February, 1990 68 

Scie

If we go on the way we have, the fault is our greed [and] if we are not willing [to 

ge], we will disappear from the face of the globe, to be replaced by the 

Spirituality 

We need to move from a spirituality of alienation from the natural world to a 

irituality concerned with justice merely to humans 

to a spirituality of justice to the devastated Earth community. From the 

het to the spirituality of the shaman. – Thomas Berry 71 

Health

Those 

• strive to bring dignity to all  

vernment 

Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s needs, but not every man’s greed. 

– M. K. Gandhi 67  

Without a global revolution in the sphere of human consciousness, nothing

catastroph

demographic or a general breakdown of civilization—will be unavoidable.  

– Václav Havel, add

nce 

Betterment of conditions the world over is not essentially dependent on 

scientific knowledge but on the fulfillment of human traditions and ideals.  

– Albert Einstein 69  

chan

insect. – Jacques Cousteau 70 

spirituality of intimacy with the natural world. From a spirituality of the divine 

as revealed in words to a spirituality of the divine as revealed in the visible 

world about us. From a sp

spirituality of the prop

y expressions of the postmodern value system 

who are centered in a healthy expression of this worldview may: 

• dedicate themselves to creating better lives for others  
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• tend to be very empathic  

• honor and respond to the contextual factors prevalent in every 
situation  

nt  

mmunity  

cial responsibility. 
 

An Integral development practitioner will 

system. H o nique tasks, roles, and leadership 

positions w i

characteris  

Unhealthy Expressions of the Postmodern Value System 

This exam  US Assistant Secretary of State: “The relief 

ing in loss of boundaries  

• interminable processing or incapacity to reach decisions  

f morality  

• aimlessness  

• be environmentally sensitive and tolera

• be inclusive  

• believe in team/group work  

 emphasize warm interpersonal relations  •

• promote affiliation and personal growth  

• support consensus and co

• express genuine concern for others  

• be sensitive to diversity  

• listen deeply  

• encourage so

honor those who hold the postmodern value 

e r she will acknowledge that there are u

h ch are best-suited for the egalitarian, relational, and “sensitive” thinking that is 

tic of this worldview. 

ple is from Victor Palmieri, former

operation was pluralism run riot. These sorts of situations have a considerable degree of 

efficiency losses.”72 Loosely classified examples of unhealthy expressions that can thwart SDv 

initiatives include:  

• excessive relativism result

• over-reliance on consensus  

• naïve egalitarianism within moral crusades  

• romanticism of the under-privileged  

• narrow view of human diversity  

• loss o
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• extreme pluralism resulting in loss of discernment and undue honoring 

ological discussions  

” generation  

 piety, understanding, and harmony above all else  

ings  

An Integra u can address SDv issues far more effectively 

by 1) und t  with different value systems see and respond to the 

world, and g communication, programs, systems, and implementation in 

ways that are psychologically ups one is 

trying to reach. The heart of addressing the in

able to re ems so as to resonate with 

people’s deepest motivations. By inquiring into the various touchstones people use to judge 

of primitive rituals  

• over-romanticizing the pre-modern past in ec

• political correctness  

• extreme postmodernism in academia  

culture of victimhood  • 
 narcissism of the “me•

• a demand for

• excessive “ecological catastrophe” rhetoric  

• denial of useful growth hierarchies  

being overly subjective  • 
• eco-fanaticism  

• being overly permissive  

• unrealistic idealism  

• unbalanced emphasis on affect/feel

• ignorance of the need to produce tangible results. 
 
l S stainable Development practitioner 

ers anding first how people

 then, 2) by tailorin

and culturally appropriate to the people and gro

teriors in an Integral approach to SDv is being 

late to—and communicate through—these value syst

and decide, one can learn how different people view and value the environment and the rest 

of humanity. However, it is just as vital to identify the developmental levels in the exterior 

quadrants as well, and apply developmentally appropriate techniques, policies, and 

technologies. Combining these two, SDv programs can be designed which are congruent with 

that which stakeholders truly value, and which fit and support the systems in which they live. 
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Natural Design: The Integral Framework Used for Sustainable Development 

turn, opens a whole new field of opportunities for design, implementation, and 

Developmental levels, when added to the quadrants (see part I of this article), bring forth an 

even more comprehensive framework for sustainable development. This expanded view, in 

“environments,” or dimensions, in which SDv interventions must survive. The levels in the 

74

 aspects of reality—like systems, economics, rationality, psychology, 

science, or culture—but rather holds each to be dear and necessary, vital instruments in an 

ed by an appendix, which briefly reviews current field applications of 

the Integral framework for sustainable development. 

communication about SDv initiatives. The quadrants represent each of the four 

UL (consciousness) quadrant reflect the predominant values in all stakeholders, and in the 

LR (systems) quadrant the levels illustrate the relative complexity of all systems.73 Together 

the quadrants and levels offer a deep and wide map that encompasses self, culture, and 

nature as they co-evolve. 

Esbjörn-Hargens summarizes that Integral Sustainable Development “is based on a more 

accurate and comprehensive map of human psychology, thus it allows for a more effective 

response than current approaches to developmental problems.”  The Integral framework 

does not privilege certain

Integral symphony. It enables a leveraging of not only all of the exterior sustainability 

techniques and technologies available, but also all of the interior methodologies and truths—

offering the chance to synergetically integrate and appropriately use them for a tailored, 

“natural design”. If applied consciously, the Integral framework engenders a quantum leap in 

both the understanding of the macro-, meso-, and micro-context, and in the implementation 

capacity of any team.  

In order to operationalize this framework and actually create a natural design for SDv 

initiatives, it is useful to be aware of potential pitfalls as well as insights for additional 

leverage. The following sections preview the territory of working with an Integral framework 

for SDv. This is follow
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One Size Rarely Fits All, Especially when it’s Your Own Size 

different than those of the implementation staff and other stakeholders in the project. That 

According to Integral Theory, one of the most significant reasons some SDv projects fail is 

because the needs, drives, core motivations, and worldviews of the project designers are 

is, the architects of a program may have a different understanding of the goals and needs of 

own set of values onto these other stakeholders. As van Schaik explains: 

eople you are 

writing to. The things you write for them need to be in their language. If they 

When , and 

even an

ch. What is happening is usually a 

perately missing its target audience.76 

Thus, d by 

custom  value 

system 77

the project implementers and local community—and they unknowingly attempt to fit their 

One of the biggest dangers with a group of experts is to get them to come in 

and work with people at the level they are. You can’t just impose the rational 

[modern value system] solutions. There are different paths for different people. 

The most rational path is not the best always, sometimes it does more harm 

than good. You need to be able to get in and operate with the p

use witch doctors, you need to understand why and address that. In the end 

you can change as much as you like in the objective world, but you have to 

make changes in the interior world.75 

communications are not tailored, there is often confusion, miscommunication

imosity, as van Schaik continues: 

Instead of understanding the worldviews or levels of consciousness of the 

different levels [value systems] there is mistrust, with each group thinking the 

other arrogant, stupid, lazy or su

mismatching of worldviews, language, and values. There is therefore so much 

information out there which is des

proper assessment of the predominant value system of stakeholders—followe

ization of all communications, program design, and staffing choices to those

s—is a vital first step to effecting natural design for SDv.  
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Two P

Integral Sustainable Development is not about adding together all of the true, but partial 

y fail to fit. The key is to 

understand when they are suitable and when they are not. This is where cultural studies and 

  

 we are capable of). An Integral framework will 

serve us in this organization and mapping effort. As iSchaik Development Associates 

he mere objective/surface system or 

understanding of the nature of the evolution or unfolding of (human) 

lus Two Rarely Equals Four 

approaches to SDv. Doing so results in a heap of true but only partial approaches and 

frameworks. This work is about integrating these theories and approaches such that they can 

be called upon at appropriate times, and left aside when the

developmental psychology are of such use.

The Integral model is a framework that bridges other practices. It is not a call to invent 

entirely new practices to replace others, but a way to develop a meta-practice that uses all 

other practices in their appropriate times and places. There are already so many effective 

approaches and legions of experts. Arguably, we do not need anything else to solve our social, 

economic, and environmental challenges. We have not fully integrated our efforts yet (and do 

not have the financing yet to do everything

reported to the Dhaka office of UNICEF in 1996:  

In order to deepen our understanding of the complex and interrelated nature 

of our world, a mapping of consciousness development in social and cultural 

evolution is crucial. This must also have an Integral approach to ensure that 

evolution, and thus the state of children, humanity, culture and society, 

returns to a state of sustainable process… this requires a framework that allows 

us to go deeper than the understanding of t

web, and wider than a cultural understanding of diversity…. Attempts to 

understand the process of change, transformation, or development without an 

consciousness have little prospect for success. 
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Therefore, the core of the Integral Sustainab  le Development philosophy is that all forms

of sustainable development are partially right, and some are more appropriate for 

situations than others, especially in light of needing to respond to different worldviews. 

Super uman Efforts are not Required, Only Balanced Awareness 

Integral development does not mean that one has to constantly pay full attention to every 

aspect of each quadrant and level in all stakeholders and systems. An Integral Sustainable 

Development practitioner does, however, strive to consider as many of the dynamics as 

possible—in each quadrant and level—in the planning, implementation and evaluation stages, 

including the all-important development of self (see the section in part I called, “The 

 striving for 

rld, and the Integral framework fully accounts 

h

Practitioner: Linking Consciousness and Sustainable Development”). This means

sustainable development in the exterior world, and sustainable development in the interior 

world.  

Integral Sustainable Development does not overly focus either on the interiors or exteriors. 

Although this document has predominantly discussed the interior dimensions, this is out of 

recognition that the UL (consciousness) and LL (culture) quadrants have not been privileged 

as much as the exterior dimensions in most SDv frameworks. In the Integral framework, the 

exterior realms of behavior and systems are vital and form the other half of the picture. 

Economics is a dominant factor in today’s wo

for this. Yet the interior dimensions, although “quieter” and in a sense invisible, are as 

important and may play just as strong a role as the exterior dimensions in determining 

whether a SDv program succeeds or not. In some cases, psychological and cultural forces may 

far outweigh behavioral and systemic forces. The fact that economics is such a powerful force 

in the world is exactly why additional attention needs to be paid to the interior dimensions. 

The more attention we pay to our individual and collective interiors, the faster we will 

develop and collectively bring about economic systems that more effectively serve everyone 

on the planet. Economics, like everything, has four dimensions, four quadrants to it, as well 
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as developmental levels. Our world would be very different if our economic system reflected 

postmodern, or better yet—integral values. Thus, in summary, an Integral approach holds 

both the interiors and exteriors to be of equal value and necessity. 

Create an Integral Advisory Team 

What will it take for Integral Sustainable Development to become mainstream practice? 

Time, first of all. Integral Theory has only been publicly promoted for use in sustainable 

development since 2003. Some early adapters, like Paul van Schaik, Maureen Silos, and Gail 

Hochachka, started applying Integral Theory to international SDv initiatives as far back as 

1995.78 Thus, Integral Sustainable Development is new and uncharted territory for many. 

and to what they have experienced. Often, we only People generally keep to what they know, 

see what we have been trained to see; we only see solutions through the lens of our specialty. 

As Abraham Maslow noted, “I suppose it is tempting, if the only tool you have is a hammer, 

to treat everything as if it were a nail.”79 There is very little reward in our society for being a 

“renaissance person,” skilled in the myriad domains of sustainable development. As a result, 

few people have studied, trained, or consciously practiced SDv in all four quadrants. There 

are few project managers or SDv consultants with expertise and experience in eco-economics, 

systems analysis, development policy and regulation design, organizational development, 

cultural anthropology, individual motivational psychology, contemplative methodologies, 

and training. Thus it is easy to see, and understandable, why some sustainability strategies 

end up being too narrow to be effective in the long term. These efforts are not wrong, or 

necessarily inadequately delivered; they are often just incomplete.  

To implement Integral Sustainable Development, organizations normally need a 

qualified team of practitioners that includes specialists with an understanding of interior 

(psychological and cultural) issues and others with exterior (behavior and systems) 

proficiency. 
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The key is to ensure that the collective knowledge covers all the disciplines required to 

develop and implement Integral solutions. 

In

Literature and research exist about an Integral approach to economics, ecology, psychology, 

health and medicine, governance, business, organization 

hensive, natural design for SDv would use as its 

foundation the Integral framework to synergize and apply the findings of all of the Integral 

e fields. The Integral framework provides, for the first time, a 

common language for each of these disparate disciplines to communicate and understand 

each other. This offers unparalleled opportunity to forge SDv responses that leverage the 

cutting edge of our global knowledge, from every dimension of inquiry and each facet of 

reality. 

ectives to the fore. Identify, accept, and hold all of the truths: those that arise from 

each value system, from each sector in society, from each level of development in the interior 

from (often 

tegrate the Integral 

education, cultural studies, 

development, finance, leadership, politics, and numerous other disciplines.80 Each day offers 

new material to this field. A truly compre

research occurring in thes

Applying the Integral Framework for Sustainable Development: An Example 

One way of using this Integral framework is as follows: Gather a team whose collective 

expertise spreads across all four quadrants; familiarize them with the Integral framework and 

Integral approaches to their particular field.81 Once an objective has been decided upon, bring 

all persp

and exterior of individuals and collectives, and those which spring from oneself.  

For example, when initially assessing and evaluating a project throughout its life-cycle, 

identify the value systems of all the stakeholders (traditional, modern, postmodern, integral, 

etc.82), including one’s own. Identify the developmental levels of the systems in which the 

stakeholders are operating. Make sure that the forces arising from all four quadrants are 

considered. Then, identify where the resources are being directed (usually toward developing 

exterior or Right-Hand tools and systems), and where the problems are coming 
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just as many are interior as exterior, and many times the areas for greatest leverage are found 

in the interiors of individuals and collectives).  

For the subsequent stages of program design, communications, and implementation, use this 

information to customize the project architecture and delivery to “fit” 1) the value systems of 

those implementing the program over the long term, and 2) the exterior systems in which 

they exist. For mass communications, either 1) simultaneously appeal to all of the 

developmental levels that are likely present, or, 2) craft different communications for each 

target worldview. Without this tailoring, the overall project is less likely to “stick” and 

therefore is potentially unsustainable. Because SDv concerns so many stakeholders over such 

long periods of time, it is useful to be aware of and address the (changing) needs and 

motivations of each stakeholder in order for it to work.  

A sustainable development project will be successful when it is aligned with the deepest 

motivations of each stakeholder, is appropriate to the exterior systems, and is able to 

change as the stakeholders and systems change. 

Many Paths, One Ground 

T  

particular way. Integral approaches are borne 

in y depending upon the circumstances and 

stakeholders. To date, this framework, in its entirety, is the most comprehensive and 

honoring approach to today’s complexity of which we are aware.83 Surely new frameworks will 

compassing, nuanced and able to be implemented with 

and whose application shifts with each user and context; it is a map that reforms with each 

he Integral framework does not say one should practice sustainable development any

of the minds of people who hold at least an 

tegral value system, and each approach will var

arise that are more effective, en

greater facility.  

Like other frameworks, this is not “plug and play” with a set of formulaic steps for 

implementation. It has a necessary flexibility. This is a framework that the practitioner fills in 
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new territory. As we develop as practitioners, and as we change projects, our implementation 

of this framework will change as well. Paul van Schaik—who has worked in SDv worldwide 

with an Integral framework for over a decade—advises, “It is a framework for action and 

thinking, not a model to implement.”84 Hochachka agrees, “The Integral approach was less of 

 dissolve all the challenges 

that arise from the paradox of having unlimited, perfect visions of our potential as a global 

a specific ‘methodology’ than an implicit guide to ensure as much of reality is honored and 

included in the process.”85 The Integral framework acts as a reminder, gently nudging us to be 

aware of including all components of reality and all levels of development when we are 

striving to understand and when we are struggling to implement.  

On its deepest level, this approach to sustainability is a giant relaxation, a profound 

acceptance of who people are and the state of our world. It operates from this depth—not in a 

laissez-faire way that allows anything to happen—but with a fundamental acceptance and 

recognition of the incredible value that each perspective adds to the tapestry of life. From this 

position and with this knowledge, we might then passionately strive to improve our world in 

every way that we can envision. Certainly, the framework will not

society while simultaneously living in a reality that in many ways is limited and imperfect. 

Global sustainable development—as many envision it today—is decades, even generations, 

into the future. Yet by acknowledging, honoring, and working with all of who we are, I believe 

that we will accelerate our progress. 

The following appendix offers current examples of national and international 

organizations—from government, business, and civil service sectors—which are applying an 

Integral approach to sustainable development. 
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Appendix 
 

AN OVERVIEW OF INITIATIVES WORLDWIDE WHICH USE  
AN INTEGRAL APPROACH TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT  
 

This appendix assumes that the reader has read parts I and II of this article or is familiar with 

Ken Wilber’s Integral framework. The first section notes the evolutionary direction of existing 

frameworks into an apparently more integral approach. It then highlights some of the 

frameworks and international accords that are already addressing multiple quadrants and/or 

different developmental levels. The final section summarizes organizations and practitioners 

that are proactively using an integral approach for international development, sector-wide 

sustainable development, environmental activism, corporate social responsibility, and leadership 

development. Examples include the work of UNDP’s HIV/AIDS Group, certain senior leaders at 

UNICEF, and the authors of the European Corporate Sustainability Framework. 

An Emerging Inclination toward Integral Sustainable Development 

The principal frameworks and approaches to sustainable development (SDv) are already 

slowly integrating, as Hardin Tibbs points out:  

In spite of their apparent differences, these approaches [to sustainability] have 

much in common and point to the gradual emergence of a single worldwide 

model, coalescing as the existing frameworks gradually evolve. Germany has 

already experienced this convergence on a national scale.86 

Most SDv programs today are very comprehensive; many do environmental assessments, 

cost-benefit analyses and have social scientists that look at the cultural issues. The UK’s 

Department for International Development (DFID)—with both their BITE framework 

(Biophysical, Institutional, Technical and Ethical) and their Sustainable Livelihood Guidance 

Sheets—is an excellent example of this. They integrate and address human, social, natural, 

physical, and financial capital; simultaneously strive for environmental, economic, social, and 

institutional sustainability of livelihoods; and focus on going well beyond the tradition of 
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“greening the aid,” a situation i tal issues are add-ons and not 

mainstreamed with poverty reduction and traditional development. 

Integr sing 

effectiveness in SDv initiatives is to first ensure that any project is “touching all the bases”—

all quadrants and developmental levels (see parts I and II of this article, respectively). The 

second suggestion is to mainstream an

compre Dv 

process or a 

compre  the 

existing int

“pressu

Agenda 21 

tiple value 

systems—traditional, modern and postmodern, as well as others.  This is evidenced in the 

egy to insist on accountability and reporting, 

requiri oning 

structu 88 This 

reflects a co

followi  (often expressing modern 

values) in international SDv work reflects a realization that there are organizations with 

n which environmen

al Sustainable Development suggests that one of the biggest steps for increa

 academically and experientially grounded 

hension of the interiors of individuals and collectives into every stage of the S

, from assessment to implementation to final evaluation. This will allow f

hensive approach that attempts to instigate sustainability by “pushing” with

erior drives of individuals and collectives while simultaneously applying exterior 

re” to behavior and systems. 

For years, the international community has strived to integrate the interests of mul
87

World Bank and United Nations’ efforts to be inclusive of religious, market, and 

environmental issues. It is now a common strat

ng that “Development assistance must be accompanied by transparent, functi

res that demonstrate that the money is going where it has been directed to go.”

mmon desire to strengthen the traditional values of honesty, accountability, and 

ng rules and directives. The embrace of the private sector

financial and intellectual resources that want to help society and the environment—while 

improving their business returns—and that accords could be potentially drawn up which 

serve all parties. The very core of international development—inclusiveness and attention to 

the needs of the poor while caring for the environment—expresses postmodern values. Simon 

Dresner, author of The Principles of Sustainability, notes this international attempt to address 

multiple value systems and include the interiors in Agenda 21, which came out of the 1992 
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Earth Summit in Rio [Note: brackets have been used to indicate aspects of, or connections to, 

Integral Theory within various quotations below]: 

There are some important recurring themes... bottom-up approach, 

emphasizing the role of citizens, communities and non-governmental 

organizations [postmodern]... Agenda 21 also emphasizes the role of the 

market, trade and business [modern] in bringing about sustainable 

development [postmodern]... Agenda 21 emphasizes the importance of 

creating adequate knowledge [interiors] and institutions [exteriors]... Almost 

every chapter includes references to education and the development of ‘human 

resources’ [interiors and exteriors]. Agenda 21 is also full of references to the 

importance of integrated approaches to environment and development. It calls 

for institutions that transcend traditional sectoral divisions and attempt to 

g specific problems.89 deal with the linkages of underlyin

Subsequent international accords have demonstrated similar attempts to reconcile the 

interests of the traditional, modern, and postmodern value systems, and increasingly focus 

on both the exteriors and interiors. Thus, this integration is well on its way. The challenges lie 

in implementation of these visions and agreements. However, a deep understanding of the 

interiors of individuals and collectives, coupled with our expanding knowledge of the 

exteriors, should strongly help facilitate implementation. 

Washington state, USA, has developed a SDv plan to achieve “a fully sustainable Washington 

within one generation.” This will be achieved by developing the interiors and exteriors of 

individuals and collectives in their state, and by incorporating all three developmental levels—

traditional, modern, and postmodern. This is clear in the cursory analysis of their “Essential 

Strategic Outcomes for 2030.”90  
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• Reliance on Renewable Energy: Energy efficiency and conservation will be 

dramatically increased; virtually all of our energy needs will be met 

through renewable sources [exterior, postmodern]. 

 will be revised to 

• Economic Vitality through Natural Resource Innovation: Our industrial 

t institutions [exterior] and engaged communities 

[interior] will protect the most vulnerable members of society [exterior, 

postmodern] and hold all accountable [exterior, traditional] to civic 

norms. 

• Engaged Communities: Citizens will be vested with regional and local 

responsibility, authority, and accountability [interior, traditional] to 

care for the resources essential to economic [exterior, modern], 

environmental [exterior, postmodern], and social well-being [exterior, 

postmodern]. 

• No Waste: Waste will be used as resources for new goods or reabsorbed 

into natural systems. Toxic materials will be eliminated [exterior, 

postmodern]. 

• Costs Paid in Full: Taxes, regulations, and incentives

reflect wise natural and social resource policy [exterior, postmodern]. 

• Educated Public: Equal access and opportunity [exterior, postmodern], 

lifelong learning [interior, modern], and public media will provide the 

foundation for an involved [exterior], well-informed public [interior, 

modern]. 

processes, transportation systems, and infrastructure will be 

transformed through radical improvements in resource productivity 

[exterior, modern]. 

• Social Justice: Vibran
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• Enduring Natural Resources: We will understand [interior] and live 

[exterior] within our regional carrying capacity [modern] while 

maintaining biodiversity [postmodern]. 

Approache o e, and have 

been for som  but also 

beginning to i eality.  

Current and Recent Initiatives in Integral Sustainable Development 

Quite a fe o

development, sector-wide sustainable development, business sustainability initiatives, 

activism, and leadership development. The work of a sampling of these organizations is 

briefly explained here; visit the Integral Sustainability Center website for additional 

informatio 91

United Nations Development Programme 

The Unite taff and 

departments w itiatives. 

Examples incl

1.  led by Monica Sharma, has 

se to 

urpose of 

m 

(MDG) number six: Begin to reverse the HIV/AIDS 

epidemic by 2015. The strategy is to continue delivering trainings with 

e 

 

the 

s t  SDv that are increasingly Integral in nature are emerging worldwid

e time. This is a positive sign that we are not only recognizing

nstitutionalize an understanding of and value for all aspects of r

w rganizations are proactively using the Integral framework for international 

n.  

d Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has several senior s

hich are using integral approaches for international development in

ude the following: 

Since 2002, UNDP’s HIV/AIDS Group,

delivered the “Leadership for Results” programme as their respon

the HIV/AIDS crisis. Delivered in 30 countries to date, the p

this global initiative is assist nations to achieve Millenniu

Development Goal 

this program worldwide, building local and national capacity. Th

Integral framework is used within this program, alongside other

approaches, models, and frameworks. Some of the key aspects of 
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Integral framework which are core to the Leadership for R

program are: 

esults 

• A focus on developing as comprehensive an understanding of the 

• An intent to synergize the supportive dynamics that arise in the 

interiors and exteriors of individuals and collectives in order to 

sustainability. There is an awareness that unpredicted, unprecedented 

y should be engaged. There is a 

focus on integrating individual and collective concerns, values, and 

behaviors and social systems and 

serves as Principal Advisor in the Bureau for 

Development Policy at UNDP headquarters in New York. He is 

situation as possible (“the view from 50,000 feet”) 

accelerate the implementation of initiatives and strengthen their 

leaps in effectiveness can be achieved using this approach. 

• A recognition that the underlying, deepest causes for the HIV/AIDS 

situation are often found in the interiors of individuals and collectives, 

and therefore those aspects of humanit

beliefs in order to addresses 

structures. 

2. Robertson Work 

currently training national and local leaders about decentralized 

governance in seven developing countries and three global locations. 

The initiative he has developed is called “Decentralising the Millennium 

Development Goals through Innovative Leadership.” It uses a blend of 

Ken Wilber’s Integral framework, Jean Houston’s Social Artistry model, 

the Technology of Participation by the Institute of Cultural Affairs, 

appreciative inquiry, and other innovative methods. He feels that “use 

of the Integral framework will only grow. It’s the future of international 
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development. We need to be doing development differently, where we 

bring in all the dimensions of being human.” 92 

 

 

opment Academy to 
 93

United Nation

The United N ave used an 

Integral appro  decade. 

Examples incl

• The UNICEF Regional Office for South Asia used the Integral 

• 

iSchaik Develo

iSchaik Devel th an 

Integral frame zed a 

similar philos Bank, 

the UK’s Department for International Development, the Federal Government of Australia, 

3. UNDP personnel currently use a rudimentary version of the Integral

framework (quadrants only) at the Virtual Devel

design strategic plans for countering HIV/AIDS countrywide.  

s Children’s Fund 

ations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) also has senior staff who h

ach for their work in international development—some for nearly a

ude: 

• The senior UNICEF representative to Oman, June Kunugi, uses the 

Integral framework to develop all assessments, advocacy programs, 

speeches, communication strategies and identify the etiology of 

destructive behavior. She states that it can “serve as the basis for a 

strategy to bring about social change [and] transformation.” 

framework to develop the regional Women's Right to Life and Health 

project. The framework was also used for staff development. 

A major component of UNICEF’s Safe Motherhood project in Bhutan 

is “whole site transformation” which draws from the Integral 

framework.  

pment Associates 

opment Associates have been working in international development wi

work based upon Integral Theory since 1995. Prior to this, they utili

ophy, founded in Dzogchen. iSchaik has since consulted for The World 
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UNICEF, and the European Union, among others. The Integral framework has served as the 

core of their t  implementation. In his article, 

Trying to Be Integral in Practice,94 Paul van Schaik offers specific case studies of an extensive 18-

month pr d an 

Integral appro

Educate Girls Globally 

a non-profit organization founded in 2000 to promote the 

ucation K-12 through reform of government schools. At the request of 

local gover ls in India, 

and have launched projects in Guatemala, Per

Lawrence Chickering—who also founded the In c Growth—

uses the Inte tation, and 

communicatio

Kosmos Journal 

Nancy Roof, Co-F  

journal Kosm

international affairs, economic development, and global policy issues through the lens of an 

integral f nd 191 

ambassadors ciates does hold 

UN consultan ough the UN’s Economic and Social Council, as a civil society 

organization.95 Since 1988, Roof has been promoting integral approaches at UN 

 to get many inclusive standards incorporated into global 

hinking and as a constant reference throughout

oject they did for UNICEF in Dhaka, which was designed completely aroun

ach, as well as a synthesis of what they have learned.  

Educate Girls Globally (EGG) is 

education of girls in developing countries. Working with local partners in a number of 

countries, EGG has developed a unique strategy and model (based upon Integral Theory) for 

promoting girls’ ed

nments, they are currently expanding into working with 16,000 schoo

u, Bolivia, and Argentina. The founder, 

ternational Center for Economi

gral framework as the basis for all program design, implemen

ns strategies. 

ounder of the Values Caucus at the United Nations, edits and publishes the

os: An Integral Approach to Global Awakening. This publication looks at 

ramework. Kosmos is distributed to all major UN departments a

throughout the world. While not a UN agency, Kosmos Asso

cy status thr

Headquarters and has “managed

documents which have set global standards in critical areas of global concern.”96 
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Brandt21 Forum 

In their 1980 report, North-South: A Program for Survival, the Independent Commission on 

International Development Issues, chaired by former German Chancellor Willy Brandt, 

“reckoned that it will take a monumental agreement of world leaders, endorsed by business, 

finance, and the international public, to create an authentic framework for global 

sustainability.” North-South, commonly called The Brandt Report, subsequently sold nearly a 

t by the United Nations, and was discussed 

Caribbean Institute 

rsion of an Integral Sustainable Development 

as of 

Caribbean Institute were developed over the past 15 years, and were first 

published in a book titled Underdevelopment is a Choice. Integral Theory is at the 

million copies, received unanimous endorsemen

at both the G-7 summit and an economic summit of world leaders. In January of 2004, 

British Prime Minister Tony Blair convened a commission on international development as a 

follow-up to the 1980 Brandt report; it is called the Commission for Africa (CfA). James 

Quilligan, Director of the Brandt21 Forum and publicity representative for the CfA in the 

United States, is currently updating the Brandt report findings and suggestions and 

incorporating them into an Integral framework. His belief is that realizing the “monumental 

agreement” Willy Brandt spoke of will require an all-quadrant, all-level (AQAL), Integral 

approach.  

Dr. Maureen Silos has been working with her ve

framework for international development since 1983. She notes that Wilber’s work forms 

part of the organizing scaffolding she needed to do the requisite transdisciplinary 

integration. In the following passage she reflects on her recent founding of the Caribbean 

Institute and its Integral approach:  

I founded Caribbean Institute because I wanted an organization that would be 

capable of translating an Integral Theory of development into practices that 

would foster the transition from the organization of poverty to the 

organization of sustainable prosperity in the region. The core ide
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center of both these ideas and the model for sustainable community 

, Politics of Consciousness: Integral Theory and Caribbean Development,97 gives further 

er master’s thesis on Integral Community Development 

in San Juan del Gozo, El Salvador, encapsulat

ecosystems, and “interiority” in the development s: 

development that Caribbean Institute is promoting. 

The Institute currently has three major programs to achieve its goals. The first 

is a research and publications program that further develops and spreads these 

ideas. The second is an Integral leadership program that teaches the inner and 

outer paths of leadership to people from the worlds of NGOs, the media, 

government, business, and education. The third program is Ananta, an Integral 

community development program that models a particular combination of 

knowing, doing, and feeling, a combination that will organize sustainable 

prosperity. The ultimate goal of Caribbean Institute is to create sustainable 

countries and a sustainable region: economically (natural capitalism), 

politically (participatory democracy and self-organization), and psycho-

culturally (a culture of self-responsibility and inclusive identities). 

Silos’ paper

insight into her understanding of this framework.  

Drishti—Centre for Integral Action 

Gail Hochachka co-founded and directs this organization based upon the framework of 

Integral Sustainable Development. It focuses on synthesizing the dimensions of self, culture, 

society, and nature in an Integral approach to eco-social change: “Transforming self and 

society, in balance with nature.”98 H

es her research on including communities, 

process. She explains some of her finding

Our evaluation one-year after the project showed how socioeconomic and 

ecological objectives were merging, cooperative institutions began blending 

exterior (technical, social) and interior (moral and emotional) capacity 

building, and there was recognition of others' perspectives with a more 
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expanded and inclusive awareness....In San Juan del Gozo, our outcomes 

suggest that by creating the space for “interiority” in community development, 

the community came closer to either averting ecological and social crises, 

In colla chka 

has pu ment, 

drawin er to 

compil a has 

an arti titled 

“Integr issue 

of the j

The following is how Hochachka explains her current work: 

egral Approach to international 

development through research, training, networking, and projects. My 

 focus on the role of interior development in 

What’s

David upon 

applica lizes 

in “en rams, 

and/or the community became more able to address and move beyond these 

crises.99 

boration with the International Development Research Centre in Canada, Hocha

blished a book on the theory and practice of Integral Community Develop

g upon her work in El Salvador.100 The same organization has also funded h

e case studies on Integral International Development.101 Additionally, Hochachk

cle in Ervin Lazlo’s academic journal, World Futures: Journal of General Evolution, en

ating Interiority in Community Development.”102 This article is part of a double 

ournal dedicated to Integral Ecology, with ten applied case studies. 

I am exploring the theory and practice of an Int

particular lines of inquiry

fostering equitable, sustainable development, and how an Integral approach 

offers vital contributions to our collective approaches to global social change. I 

am currently doing a research project on innovative methodologies for 

working with interiority in international development, in collaboration with 

grassroots organizations in Latin America and international programs in 

South Asia and Africa.103 

 Working  

Johnston founded this organization in 1992; for years his work has been based 

tions of Integral Theory in the Green Building industry. His organization specia

ergy and environmental policy development, sustainable building prog
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cost/be lding 

materia g for 

constru tegral 

Sustain s and 

sectors toward sustainability. One example of this is described in a case study titled, Green 

Building Market Transformation through Integral Communication.105 He has highly honed “Integral 

odelers to protect 

old growth forests) with their own businesses, Johnston’s integral approach to green building 

the cou

Johnston has forthcoming papers and case stud

based on pr

Europe

The Eu  for 

corpor ssion. 

Marcel nitial 

develop in aspects of Ken Wilber’s Integral theory (agency and 

communion, and, loosely, quadrants) as well as in Spiral Dynamics (developmental levels). 

Journal of Business Ethics article which describes it: 

nefit analysis for environmental features, design consultation, sustainable bui

ls specifications, marketing, communications, media relations, and trainin

ction professionals.”104 Johnston (who is one of the Co-Directors of the In

ability Center) has experienced considerable success in helping to shift market

communications”—communicating to each of the different value systems—to effectively 

bring together disparate views from multiple sectors. As one interview notes:  

By using integral methodology, Johnston has shown both builders and homeowners alike the 

importance of integrating exterior social, economic, and political systems with the interior 

motivations and value systems of each set of stakeholders. Once people and organizations 

realize that they can integrate their deep values (i.e., the desire of many re-m

is embraced with unbridled enthusiasm (so much so that 120 groups have been certified in 

rse of just nine months).106  

ies which describe his other initiatives, all 

inciples of Integral Sustainable Development. They include:  

an Corporate Sustainability Framework 

ropean Corporate Sustainability Framework is an “open source” framework

ate social responsibility whose development was funded by the European Commi

 van Marrewijk and Teun Hardjono, from Erasmus University Rotterdam, led its i

ment. It is grounded 

The following is the abstract from a 

The European Corporate Sustainability Framework (ECSF) is a new generation 

management framework, aimed to meet increased corporate complexity and 
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support corporate transformation towards more sustainable ways of doing 

business.  It is a multi-layer, integral business framework with an analytical, 

contextual, situational and dynamic dimension.  

 

Analytically, the framework is structured according to four focus points—the 

constitutional, conceptual, behavioural and evaluative perspective—providing 

integrative designs of complex and dynamic phenomena. The framework 

includes coherent sets of business philosophies, approaches, concepts and 

s core a need to understand, 

think and act differently, which is also seen as an expanded sense of leadership.”108 Avastone 

hey are focused on 

practically addressing the link between sustainability, leadership, and consciousness in the 

 

based ability, 

Commu tegral 

Sustainability project with a Fortune 500 client.110  

tools that structures corporate realities and generates sequences of steps in 

order to obtain adequate institutional structures, a road to corporate 

transformation and higher performance levels.107 

Avastone Consulting 

Cynthia McEwen, one of the company’s principles (also Co-Director of the Integral 

Sustainability Center), explains that, “Sustainability has at it

Consulting is a boutique consulting firm for Fortune 500 clients which uses the Integral 

framework for leadership training and organization development. T

business world. This includes: coaching leaders into a multi-dimensional perspective in both

“understanding” and “action”; immersing participants into worldviews similar to and 

different from their own; simultaneously addressing interrelated economic, social, and 

environmental drivers; and learning to thrive in the interplay of private and public sector 

demands. Avastone has developed an intensive sustainability simulation to challenge leaders 

in business, government, and civil society to step into an Integral worldview and act 

accordingly in the face of concomitant ecological, social, and economic pressures. McEwen 

her master’s thesis on Integral Sustainability—Exploration on Sustain

nication and Consciousness109—and has a forthcoming paper about an In
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emrgnc

Will V ential 

elemen nd emergent systems. Since 1999 he 

has been researching the theory and practice of the dynamics of sustainable organizational 

growth from an Integral perspective. He founded emrgnc (pronounced ‘emergence’) in 2001 

as a forum for practitioners seeking to make

Theory to community development. His spe

assisting in  

locked in temporary confusion, or facing hope

include the integral strategy frameworks ad  

Sustainability and Waste Management, and th s 

violent crimes and substance abuse in remote d 

cific techniques for working within the collective consciousness of 

 

arey is a specialist researcher in the field of apithology: the study of the ess

ts that enable the health and wellness of living a

 a difference in the world by applying Integral 

cific work is in the dynamics of transition, 

 the emergence of consciousness in social systems undertaking large scale change,

lessness. Examples in Integral Sustainability 

opted by the state government for Water

e design of Integral programs to addres

indigenous communities. This work has le

Varey to develop spe

integrally composed groups. His region of practice is focused in Australia and Southeast Asia. 

The Permaforest Trust 

The Permaforest Trust is a non-profit sustainability education center using an Integral 

approach as the theoretical and practical basis of its sustainability education program. It 

offers full time, residential, Certificate and Diploma level study in Accredited Permaculture 

Training (APT) at its sustainability education center and demonstration farm in New South 

Wales, Australia. Students participate in the APT program while living for up to 40 weeks as 

residents at the Trust education centre. An Integral approach at the Trust has extended 

sustainability beyond the ecological realm to include personal and cultural aspects into the 

understanding of sustainability practice. Integral sustainability training has helped students 

understand the importance of personal sustainability, cultural sustainability, and ecological 

sustainability, referred to as sustainability in ‘I space,’ ‘We space,’ and ‘It space.’  Practices in It 

space—such as growing organic food, rainforest regeneration, sustainable forestry and 

permaculture—are now complimented by practices in We space—including heart circles, 

meetings, commitment honoring, and equitable energy exchange—and by practices in I 
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space—including Ki breathing, meditation, and academic study. At the beginning of each 

ces, and pose questions. Please participate. Your insights and inquiry 

semester an Integral approach to sustainability is introduced through a one-day training 

module. Winton notes that as a foundation of operation, Integral Sustainability has had an 

overwhelmingly positive effect on the sustainability education and practice at The 

Permaforest Trust. 

A Call for Participation and Feedback 

Initiatives which use the Integral framework for sustainable development—whether in 

government, business or civil service—are emerging continuously. Only a few have been 

mentioned here. As you use this framework in the field, please communicate your successes, 

failures, questions, and conundrums. This is an evolving framework and there are many 

details to work out with regard to tailoring the application for varying situations and sectors. 

One of the core intentions of the Integral Sustainability Center is to offer an on-line learning 

community in which practitioners from around the world can learn from each other, cross-

fertilize with best practi

are literally the heartbeat of this learning community. 
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